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Are ‘Pop Wines’ a Threat
to the Soul of Wine?
Industry leaders debate the effects of marketing-driven wines

widely read magazine article sounded alarm bells
about the recent wave of
sweet, simple wines to
hit the U.S. market: “Flavored ‘pop’ wines have arrived
and are showing up on liquor-store
shelves in ever-increasing numbers and varieties,” it announced.
As producers raked in the profits, traditionalists bemoaned the
dumbing-down of wine. “I don't
approve of these wines," a Chicago
wine retailer said. "They're just soft
drinks with alcohol."
While you may think the article
was referring to products such
as moscato and sweet reds, that
conclusion would be about four
decades off. The quotes above
were taken from an article called
“And Now, Pop Wines,” published
in the May 24, 1971, issue of Time
magazine. Back then, pop wines
went by names such as Boone's
Farm, Spañada, Annie Green
Springs and Ripple.
Today’s versions include not
only sweet and flavored wines
such as Arbor Mist Peach Moscato
and Barefoot Sweet Red, but also
a slew of marketing-driven wines
with clever names and packaging
designed to appeal to consumers

AT A GLANCE
+ “Pop wines” – non-serious
wines that are often flavored
or sweet – are causing concern among some industry
leaders and analysts.

+ Their potential effects on
the U.S. wine industry were
discussed at the 2013 Wine
Industry Financial Symposium in Napa.

+ Some vintners believe that
pop wines are tarnishing
Brand California’s image.

+ Pop wines may be stealing
market share from nonwine beverages, such as
cocktails.
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unconcerned with details like sense
of place.
Despite the fact that pop wines
have been around for years in one
form or another, the modern flood
of products has some vintners and
industry analysts concerned about
their effects on the future of the
U.S. wine industry.

INDUSTRY DEBATE
The topic of pop wines was
raised at the Wine Industry Financial Symposium (WIFS), held in
Napa on Sept. 24, 2013. During a
panel discussion, Steve Spadarotto,
vice president and general manager of Stag’s Leap Wine Cellars in
Napa, expressed concerns that the
U.S. wine industry may be repeating the mistakes of Brand Australia
in over-promoting cheap, simple
wines. However, Russell Joy, president and general manager of Patz
& Hall winery in Sonoma, said he
doesn’t see the harm in pop wines.
“We need to give consumers the
wines (they) want, how they want
them,” he said.
To dig deeper into the topic of
pop wines, we followed up with
Spadarotto and Joy, along with fellow WIFS panelist Bill Leigon, president of Jamieson Ranch Vineyards
in Napa and the creator of the Rex
Goliath and Cycles Gladiator wines.
We also invited wine economist
Mike Veseth and Linsey Gallagher,
vice president of international marketing for Wine Institute, to join the
conversation.

THE SOUL OF WINE
In his book “Wine Wars: The
Curse of the Blue Nun, the Miracle of Two Buck Chuck, and the
Revenge of the Terroirists,” Veseth explores the opposing forces
of what he calls “vins de terroir”
and “vins de marché,” engaged in
battle for the soul of wine.
While vins de terroir are created to express a sense of place,
he said, vins de marché (market
wines) are simply made to sell.
“They’re the opposite of wines
where you start with the terroir and
you find out what you can make

Wine economist and author Mike
Veseth warns that too much focus on
pop wines can hurt the industry.

best in that place,” he explained.
“These are wines that begin with
focus groups, and you try to identify where the market would be, then
work backward to what you have
to do to make a wine that would fill
that niche.”
While Veseth acknowledged that
“market wines” are nothing new,
he said it could be harmful to the
industry to allow pop wines to get
too much of a grip on the American
palate. “If the pop wines become
our main idea of wine, then it
becomes dangerous,” he said. “It
can also be dangerous if a brand
gets too focused on the pop wine
side of its business, because it can
undermine the brand.
“People used to think you needed to know what the grape variety
was, the vintage year and where
the wine came from,” he added,
but rule-breaking blends and multivintage wines could change that.
Millennials are helping to drive
the trend, Veseth said, “because
they don’t seem to be as hung up
on tradition and wedded to chardonnay as other generations.”
One upside for the wine industry,
however, is that pop wines may be
luring younger adults away from
cocktails, he said.
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INNOVATION VS.
SUSTAINABILITY
One of the main issues with pop
wines, according to Spadarotto of
Stag’s Leap Wine Cellars, is that
the brands are not sustainable.
“I’ve had the benefit of working
for some of the bigger companies,
like Diageo, that are very active in
what they refer to as ‘innovation,’
he said. “Not to throw Diageo
under the bus – (it’s) an excellent
brand-building company – but as a
long-term winery manager, I always
think of it as a question of sustainability. Are those brands and marketing strategies really sustainable
and do (the producers) even care?
I think the short answer is no, they
don’t really care.”
Because large companies are
so heavily judged on year-over-year
volume growth, there’s constant
pressure to roll out and grow new
brands. “I have never felt that that

Steve Spadarotto of Stag’s Leap Wine
Cellars believes that sustainable brands
are healthier for the wine industry than
flash-in-the-pan “hot brands.”

is a healthy way to run a wine business,” Spadarotto said. “I think
that’s why the family-owned companies that aren’t so concerned
with volume growth tend to stay at
this for generations.”
He credits the 40-plus-year longevity of Stag’s Leap Wine Cellars
– owned by Ste. Michelle Wine
Estates and the Antinori family –
to the parent companies’ focus on
quality over volume. “I think if you
do that and you’re not perplexed
with trying to produce the next
million-case brand, you can have
a 40- or 50-plus-year lifespan for
your brand.
“It’s the exact antithesis of what
you see with some of these cutesy
innovation brands that are churned
out on an annual basis,” he continued. “If they’re lucky, they have a
two-year lifespan and they die off.”
This focus on disposable brands
has Spadarotto concerned that California’s brand image could suffer.
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“If you look at our industry and you
compare Brand California to Brand
Australia or any other wine-producing nation, what are we doing to
the sustainability of our regional or
country brand?
“I remember in my Diageo
days it used to drive me crazy, but
wine quality was maybe a tertiary
thought to these people. All they
would say is ‘great product, great
positioning, great price – oh, and
put some good juice in the bottle.’
I think, unfortunately, that is the
mindset behind these innovations –
it’s all about packaging, it’s all about
low price and they’re flooding the
market with this stuff.
“To me, it’s exactly what Brand
Australia did, and if we continue to
do that I think we’re going to make
ourselves even more susceptible to
the burgeoning imports. If we don’t
take ourselves seriously, why would
we expect (anyone else) to? If we
allow all of our wines to be cutesy
wines, I think we’ll follow the same
path that Brand Australia did.”

PROMOTING DIVERSITY
Despite Spadarotto’s concerns,
Wine Institute’s Gallagher sees
little danger in California becoming
the next Australia.
WI’s export program works with
175 wineries, ranging from small
producers making their first export
sales to huge companies such as E.
& J. Gallo and The Wine Group.
“I think we’ve all learned a lot of
lessons from Australia,” Gallagher
said. “In our communications and
our advertising, we are not all about
cheap-and-cheerful by any stretch
of the imagination. The pop brands
are there, and they’re part of the
story, but they are certainly not the
lead of the story.
“Our communication objective

for California is that we have great
quality and diversity of wines at all
price-points,” she continued.
Even so, Gallagher contends that
lower-end, value-driven wines have
their place. “They’re part of the reason we hit 1.4 billion liters in Cali-

fornia wine exports last year,” she
said. “I don’t think it’s anything to
be embarrassed about. The more
whimsical brands are bringing
beverage drinkers and beer drinkers into the wine space. They may
trade up, they may not, and in my
opinion there’s nothing wrong with
that. If it increases per-capita consumption, it’s a good thing.
“I think that these more whimsical brands can absolutely coexist
with Screaming Eagle and Opus
One,” she added. “They all contribute to the story of the quality
and the diversity and value of California wines.”
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Joy, of Patz & Hall, agrees with
Gallagher’s assessment of pop
wines.
“I don’t know what people are
concerned about,” he said. “Obviously Patz & Hall doesn’t make pop
wines, but as an observer and person in the industry, I’m not fearful.”
Joy cited a presentation given
by Bob Trinchero at WIFS 20 years
ago. “This was when white zinfandel was just screaming,” he said.
“Bob told the audience, ‘We just
do things a little bit differently here
at Sutter Home … we make things
that people actually want!’ I’ve
never forgotten that. There are people who have criticized our industry

Wine Institute’s Linsey Gallagher promotes Brand California in overseas
markets with a message of quality and
value at all price-points.
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Russell Joy of Patz & Hall doesn’t view
pop wines as a threat to the industry.

for not really supplying what consumers want, and that’s exactly
what we need to do.”
Whether or not pop-wine drinkers will eventually graduate to more
serious wines is not certain, Joy
said, but at least they’ll be drinking
wine. His tastes evolved beyond
the Sutter Home White Zinfandel
he drank as a young adult, and he
suspects the same will happen
with many Millennial wine drinkers. “They’ll discover and learn, and
their incomes will go up,” Joy said.
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Jamieson Ranch Vineyards’ Leigon also started out drinking the pop
wines of an earlier era. “When I was
in college we all started with sangria
and Mateus rosé and Boone’s Farm
Strawberry Hill,” he said.
And just as the U.S. wine industry survived the popularity of
Boone’s Farm and white zinfandel,
it’s unlikely to be undone by moscato and sweet reds.
“Is everyone going to give up
on a good chardonnay because
they’re drinking some fizzy Riunite
thing?” Leigon asked. “No, I don’t
think so, or they would have done
it already.”

AUTHENTIC INNOVATION
Although there are significant
differences between vins de terroir
and vins de marché, those interviewed for this story agree that
innovation and authenticity are not
mutually exclusive.
Spadarotto points to Ste.
Michelle’s “14 Hands” brand from
Washington state, priced at $12 a
bottle, as an example. In addition
to varieties such as cabernet sauvignon and chardonnay, the line
includes a moscato and two “Hot
to Trot” blends. The labels feature
a colorful graphic of horses, which
represent the wild mustangs that
once roamed the hills of eastern

Bill Leigon of Jamieson Ranch Vineyards says branded wines can – and
must – have authenticity.

Washington. (The name of the wine
refers to the old-fashioned method
of measuring the height of horses.)
“14 Hands is a hot wine brand,
but it’s hot because it’s over-delivering quality for its price-point.
That’s something Ted (Baseler) and
his team are very adamant about,”
Spadarotto said. “We’re required to
over-deliver, and not just to do it the

first year, but to do it in a sustainable way year on year. That’s good
growth, and I think it’s actually very
healthy for the Washington wine
business.”
Leigon has a similar view of
branded wines. “The whole thing
about Rex Goliath and Cycles Gladiator (hugely successful brands
created by Leigon while he was
president of Hahn Family Wines),
I’ve always believed that it starts
with the wine,” he said. “You have
to have great value at whatever
price-point you’re working at. The
wine has to have the ‘wow factor’ –
when people pull that cork, it has to
exceed their expectation – which is
what Rex did. In the case of Cycles,
I gave it a winery and put it in Lodi,
and gave it a true sense of place.”
To Veseth, keeping pop wines
from taking over the industry is
a matter of maintaining balance.
“Even if a winery is bringing out
an innovative label that’s attempting to capture a different market
by making a pure branding play, I
think they can still service and cultivate the traditional wine drinker
who wants to know about grape
and place and is interested in the
story,” he said. “Ultimately I don’t
think it’s the wine, it’s the story
that goes with the wine. We need
to constantly tell and taste the
story of authentic wines.”
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